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Abstract
Face recognition is a challenging task, especially when
low-resolution images or image sequences are used. A decrease in image resolution typically results in loss of facial component details leading to a decrease in recognition
rates. In this paper, we propose a new method for superresolution by first learning the high-frequency components
in the facial data that can be added to a low-resolution input image to create a super-resolved image. Our method
is different from conventional methods as we estimate the
high-frequency components, that are not used in other methods, to reconstruct a higher-resolution image, rather than
studying the direct relationship between the high- and lowresolution images. Quantitative and qualitative results are
reported for both synthetic and surveillance facial image
databases.

1. Introduction
Recent advances in electronics, sensors, and optics have
led to a widespread availability of video-based surveillance and monitoring systems. Many applications, ranging from security to broadcasting, are driving the need for
better recognition techniques to recognize individuals from
surveillance videos [1]. This poses new challenges to the
already difficult task of face recognition (FR). In typical
surveillance scenarios, cameras are often at a considerable
distance from the subjects [19]. Hence, the captured image
typically contains only a small region enclosing the subject’s face, often with only a small number of pixels between the eyes. This attribute usually leads to poor face
recognition rates. Critical to building a robust face recognition at a distance (FRAD) system is finding a solution to
these issues [1]. For many 2D FR systems, image resolution is the critical factor that affects its ability to detect key
elements of the facial anatomy (e.g., eyes, lip corners, and
facial contours) [19]. When the resolution of the image is
lower than anticipated, the performance of the system dete-

riorates. Figure 1 depicts recognition rates, obtained from
databases generated at different resolutions, plotted against
the inter-pupillary distance (IPD). From Fig. 1, it is evident
that the resolution of the facial image and the recognition
performance of the FR system is strongly correlated, especially for IPD lower than 17 pixels.
Many super-resolution (SR) approaches have tried to
minimize the mean-squared-error (MSE) or maximize the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) between the original highresolution (HR) and the reconstructed SR images [5]. However, in face recognition, these approaches may not perform
well, as most FR systems rely on the ability to identify key
facial features, typically underscored by the high-frequency
content. Obtaining a higher SNR does not necessarily contribute to a higher recognition rate since high-fidelity reconstruction of low-frequency content may dominate the image.
We propose a new approach to obtain a SR image by
first learning the high-frequency components of facial images and then applying them to a given low-resolution (LR)
image to create the SR image (Fig. 2). In the learning stage
(Sec. 3.3), we use a Dual-Tree Complex Wavelet Transform (DT-CWT) to extract the high-frequency components
from a database of facial images, and use this information
in the reconstruction stage (Sec. 3.4) to create a SR image
for a given LR input image (Fig. 2). Selection of the highfrequency components for reconstruction is based on the
similarity between the features of the input image and the
images from the training database. To accomplish this, we
propose to use the manifold learning via sparse representation methodology.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Previous
work is presented in Section 2. Description of the proposed
method is presented in Section 3. The experimental design
and the results of the proposed algorithm are presented in
Section 4. Finally, in Section 5, we offer our findings.

Figure 1. Depiction of rank-one recognition rate for the CMUPIE database. The CMU-PIE Database with 201 subjects
(Section 1 ∩ Section 4) is used for this experiment.

2. Previous Work
In recent years, many methods have been proposed that
address the issue of image resolution. Existing SR algorithms may be classified into two classes: multi-framebased and example-based algorithms. The methods that belong to the first class attempt to compute a HR image from
a set of LR images from any domain [5], while the methods in the second class attempt to find a HR counterpart of
a single LR image from a known domain [2, 12, 18, 7, 13].
We are interested in domain-specific SR for face recognition. In addition, the SR algorithms for facial images usually differ in the way the a-priori knowledge of facial images is applied. Hallucinating LR facial images was proposed by Baker et al. [2]. In that approach, an image pyramid was built to learn the prior. Lui et al. [12] proposed
a two step approach in which principal component analysis
(PCA) was used to obtain the global HR image and then,
a patch-based non-parametric Markov network was used to
learn the residual image. Li et al. [10] extended the work
of Baker et al. [2] to a two step approach where PCA was
applied on both the HR and LR images to obtain the global
HR image. An MRF prior was used to learn the residual in
the second step. Jia et al. [9] developed a tensor-based SR
method where a tensor of the HR and LR images is built in
the training step to reconstruct a SR image. Simultaneous
SR and feature extraction for face recognition was proposed
by Hennings et al. [7] to estimate a SR image by searching for similar features of the LR image in the training set.
However, this method uses the relationship between the HR
and LR images, and its performance depends on the training
dataset. Yang et al. [22] introduced a method to reconstruct
SR images using a sparse representation of the input LR
images. SR reconstruction based on wavelet analysis has
been shown to be well suited for reconstruction, denoising
and deblurring, and has been used in a variety of application domains including biomedical [8], biometrics [4], and
astronomy [20]. In addition, it provides an accurate and
sparse representation of images that consist of smooth regions with isolated abrupt changes [15].

Figure 2. Depiction of the proposed framework for SR reconstruction. The top box (in red dotted lines) illustrates the steps involved
in feature extraction. The bottom box (in purple dotted line) illustrates the steps involved in reconstruction. A detailed description
of the steps is presented in Sec. 3.

In our method, we propose to take advantage of the
wavelet decomposition-based approach in conjunction with
compressed sensing techniques to improve face recognition
rates. Unlike other methods [2, 12, 22], where the performance is optimized based on the MSE or the qualitative output, the proposed method’s performance is optimized with
respect to the face recognition task.

3. Methodology
3.1. Notations
The HR and LR images are denoted as X and Y , respectively. We use bold uppercase to denote the transformation
matrices (or projection matrices). Specifically, we use Ψ
to denote the dual-tree complex wavelet transform in a matrix form. Bold lowercase letters denote vectors. Plain uppercase letters denote regular matrices (i.e., L is used as a
downsampling operation in matrix form). Plain lowercase
letters are used as scalars. Superscript t is used to denote
training.

3.2. Super Resolution Problem Formulation
The relationship between a degraded LR image, Y , and
the HR image, X, can be described as:
Y = HX + η ,

(1)

where H is the linear transformation matrix that downsamples, blurs and transforms image X, and η represents additive i.i.d. Gaussian with zero mean noise parameter. To
estimate image X, Eq.(1) can be written as:
H† Y − H† η = H† HX ,

(2)

where H† denotes the pseudo-inverse of H. In general,
H† HX 6= X, and therefore:
X − H† HX = ΓX ,
where ΓX is the information that is lost during the pseudoinverse transformation. Let Ỹ = H† Y , where Ỹ is the inverse transformation of image, Y . Then, Eq. 2 can be written as:
X = Ỹ + H† η + ΓX .
Now, we formulate the relationship between the LR and the
HR images using high- and low-frequency components. Let
Ψ = [Ψβ Ψθ ] be an operator that extracts the high- and
low-frequency components (β X = Ψβ X and θ X = Ψθ X,
respectively) of an image:
T

[β X θ X ] = ΨX .
Assuming that Ψ is orthonormal, then, by applying the inverse of Ψ on both sides, the original image, X, can be reconstructed. By splitting the high- and low-frequency components as:
Ψ

−1

T

T

([β X 0] + [0 θ X ] ) = X ,

(3)

where 0 is a vector with its elements being zero, Eq. 3 can
be written as:
X = Ψ−1 ([β 0]T ) + Ψ−1 ([0 θ]T ) .

(4)

Let, Ψ−1 ([β 0]T ) be denoted as Y ∗ , and Ψ−1 ([0 θ]T ) as
G. Then Eq. 4 can be written as:
X =Y∗+G ,

(5)

where Y ∗ contains the low-frequency components, G contains the high-frequency components of image X, and
Y ∗ ⊥G. Generally, both Y ∗ and Ỹ contain almost similar low-frequency information, even though their formation
processes are different1 . Hence, we assume that:
Y ∗ − Ỹ

≤ε ,
2

(6)

where ε > 0 is a small value. Let Y ∗ = Ỹ + Λ, where
kΛk2 = ε. Then Eq. 5 can be reformulated as:
X = Ỹ + G + Λ .

(7)
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Figure 3. Super-Resolution performed on facial image. (a) Lowresolution input image (Y ), (b) Magnified (4x) input image (Ỹ ),
(c) Estimated high-frequency components image (G), (d) Superresolved image (X), and (e) Original image.

3.3. Feature Extraction
The Dual-Tree Complex Wavelet Transform (DT-CWT)
has been extensively used for face recognition [11]. In
our approach, we use the DT-CWT to separate an image
into low and high-frequency components. Let us denote Ψ
as the DT-CWT transformation matrix, and θ as the highfrequency components of DT-CWT. Then, the DT-CWT of
images X and Y are represented as:
[β X θ X ]T = ΨX, and [β Y θ Y ]T = ΨLX = ΨY
(8)
where L is the decimation matrix that resizes the training image X to the size of image Y . Naturally, there exists a one-to-one correspondence between ΨXi and ΨYi
for every image Xi in the training set. Let us denote
the high-frequency coefficients in Eq. 8 as θ tX,i and θ tY,i
(i = 1, ..., N ). The details of how this relationship is modeled to obtain the SR image is presented in Sec. 3.4. The
low-frequency components do not contain useful information for the SR task and may be ignored2 .
For any given image Yi of size n × m pixels, the corren
sponding dimension of θ Y,i is (6× m
2 × 2 )×2. To decrease
the dimension of the θ Y,i , it is further converted to a compact descriptor as follows:
f Y,i = Φθ Y,i .

(9)

In Eq. 7, G can be estimated using the facial images
in the training dataset according to method presented in
Secs. 3.3-3.4. Figure 3 depicts the Y , Ỹ , G, X, and original
images.

We propose to employ a supervised manifold learning
such as Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) [14]. Algorithm 1 summarizes the feature extraction framework.

1 In our experiments on 1,000 randomly selected facial images from the
CMU-MultiPIE dataset, the average auto-correlation between Y ∗ and Ỹ
was 0.988.

2 As the number of decomposition level of the DT-CWT increases,
the number of low-frequency components decreases, and each image lowfrequency components will be similar to each other.

Algorithm 1 Feature Extraction
Input: Xref , Xi , i = {1, . . . , N }
Output: f tY,i , θ tX,i , i = {1, . . . , N }
1: for all Xi , i = {1, . . . , N } do
2:
Register Xi to Xref (Sec. 3.5)
3:
Downsample Yi ← LXi
4:
Extract θ tX,i ← ΨXi , θ tY,i ← ΨYi (Eq. 8)
5:
Compute f tY,i ← Φθ tY,i (Eq. 9)
6: end for

where β Ỹ are the low-frequency components of image
Ỹ . The reconstruction framework is summarized in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Reconstruction
Input: Y , Yref , A = [f tY,1 , . . . , f tY,N ], θ tX,i , (i =
{1, . . . , N })
Output: X̃
1: Register Yref ← Y (Sec. 3.5)
2: Compute [β Y θ Y ]T = ΨY (Eq. 8)
3: Compute f Y ← θ Y (Eq. 9)
4: Solve: ω ← min kf Y − Aωk2 + λkωk1

3.4. Reconstruction

ω

In the reconstruction stage, we estimate θ X using θ Y
and {f tY,i , θ tX,i }. We assume that θ X can be represented as
a weighted combination of the training images, such that:
X
(10)
θX −
ω i θ tX,i ≤ ε0 ,

∗
Normalize ωP
← ω/kωk1
6: Fuse θ X ←
ω ∗i θ tX,i (Eq. 14)
7: Extract β Ỹ ← ΨβỸ Ỹ (Eq. 8)
8: Compute X = Ψ−1 ([β Ỹ θ X ]T ) (Eq. 15)

5:

2

θ tX,i

where ω i is the weight for
and ε > 0 is a small value,
which also satisfies the condition:
X
(11)
fY −
ω i f tY,i ≤ ε1 .
2

Recent research in applying sparse methods for facial image
analysis [21] suggests that the appearance of human faces in
images may be efficiently modeled using the sparse signal
decomposition methodology. This motivates us to incorporate a sparsity constraint in the MAP formulation of signal
reconstruction:
min kf Y − Aωk2 + λkωk0 ,
ω

(12)

where the parameter λ balances the sparsity of the solution
and the quality of reconstruction, and A = [f tY,1 . . . f tY,N ].
The optimization problem in Eq. 12 is known to be NP hard,
due to the combinatorial nature of l0 norm. Prior work in
compressed sensing [21] suggests that as long as the underlying solution for ω is sufficiently sparse, it can be efficiently recovered by minimizing the l1 norm:
min kf Y − Aωk2 + λkωk1 .
ω

(13)

t
The f tY space is different from
Pthe θ X space. Thus, weights
(ω) are normalized such that ω i = 1, and G is estimated
as follows:
X
θX =
ω i θ tX,i ,
(14)

G = Ψ−1 ([0 θ X ]T ) .
Given the input LR image Y , landmarks are first detected
and registered to the reference facial image, and are then
up-sampled to generate Ỹ . However, Ỹ is not orthogonal to
G. Hence, we can modify reconstruction of image X as:
X = Ψ−1 ([β Ỹ θ X ]T ),

(15)

3.5. Implementation details
Dual-Tree Complex Wavelet Transform: To compute
DT-CWT, two wavelet trees are developed in parallel, with
the wavelets forming Hilbert pairs. Each of the two trees
represent the real and imaginary parts of the wavelet transform. Due to the design of the filter banks of DT-CWT
that incorporates the half sample delay, a small translation
and scale difference does not affect the reconstruction, and
makes it nearly shift invariant. Its other main property is
directional selectivity. The DT-CWT coefficients that correspond to the high-frequency information θ is:
 +15

θ
θ +45 θ +75
θ=
,
θ −15 θ −45 θ −75
where θ ±15 , θ ±45 , θ ±75 represent the components corresponding to the specific filters at the respective angles
(±15◦ , ±45◦ , ±75◦ ).
Face Alignment: Alignment of the facial images is necessary for SR reconstruction. To register all the images to a
reference image, the scale (s), rotation (R) and translation
(t) parameters should be estimated. Let Ω(·) be an operator that returns a vector of facial landmarks coordinates
bY = Ω(Y ), and br = Ω(Xref ) be a vector of facial landmark coordinates of a reference image Yref . To register the
input image Y to Xref , s, R, t can be estimated as:
min kbr − (sRbY + t)k2

s,R,t

(16)

where bY is the facial landmark coordinates of image Y .
Using the parameters estimated from Eq. 16, image Y is resized, rotated and translated. We leverage the Active Shape
Model (ASM) [3, 17] to detect the key anatomical landmarks in each image. Using the feature points detected
by ASM, we register all the images to a reference image
(Fig. 4).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4. Depiction of registration. (a) Input image with facial
landmark coordinates detected by ASM, (b) Landmarks of reference image, and (c) Registered image.
(a)

4. Experimental Results
Several experiments were performed to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm. We compared the performance of the proposed method, which will be henceforth
referred to as UH-DTSR, with other SR algorithms: bicubic interpolation (BCI), Simultaneous Super Resolution and
Recognition (S2R2) [7], and Super-Resolution via Sparse
Representation (SRSR) [23]. We used the same training set
for all the SR methods except BCI. PittPatt SDK 5.0 was
used for face recognition [16].
Experiment I (Synthetic Dataset): For the first set of
experiments synthetic data were derived from a single HR
image. The CMU MultiPIE [6] dataset was used for the
this experiment. To create the training dataset we used data
from 100 subjects from the first session, and data from 60
subjects from the second session were used to compute f Y
descriptors. Two different resolution datasets were created
for the training dataset with IPD = 32 pixels (96x96 pixels)
and IPD = 8 pixels (24x24 pixels). We generated LR images
from session-four for testing, while images from session
two were used as the gallery. Face recognition results of different SR methods and the original HR image are depicted
in Fig. 5(a). Note that UH-DTSR has the highest recognition rates and consistently outperformed the other SR methods. In fact, the recognition results for UH-DTSR is almost
as good as the original HR image, in terms of recognition
rates. Visual outputs of the different SR methods are depicted in Fig. 6. Even though there are some artifacts in the
face region (as seen in the image in the third column and
last row of Fig. 6), note that the the overall quality of the
image has improved.
Experiment II (Surveillance Video): For the second set
of experiments, we used LR video sequences obtained from
a surveillance system that uses a wide-field camera in an
uncontrolled-lighting indoor environment. HR images of 32
subjects were obtained using a DSLR camera in a controlled
environment and were used as gallery. Each video had 350400 frames with a IPD about 8-12 pixels. PittPatt SDK [16]
was used to detect faces. ASM may not give promising re-

(b)

Figure 5. Rank-one recognition rates for: (a) Synthetic database:
LR=17%, HR=87%, BCI=74%, S2R2=76%, SPRS=77% and
UH-DTSR=85%. (b) Surveillance video: LR=7%, BCI=76%,
S2R2=72%, SPRS=82% and UH-DTSR=91%.

sults for LR facial images, especially for real data captured
from surveillance cameras. In this case, we manually annotated the eyes and the nose tip. FR results of different
SR methods and the original LR image from surveillance
dataset are depicted in Fig. 5(b). Figure 7 depicts images
of a face detected in a surveilled environment, in a bounding box, as well as the output of UH-DTSR. These video
sequences are very challenging, since they contain variations due to the motion and illumination. Note that in both
synthetic and surveillance video experiments, we noticed
that UH-DTSR reconstructs the eye regions more accurately
than the mouth regions.

5. Conclusions
We have proposed a method to reconstruct a SR image using DT-CWT and sparse representation, that quantitatively and qualitatively outperforms most of the recently
proposed SR methods. Results are shown for synthetic and
real datasets. In facial images, DT-CWT responds strongly

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. Output of the different SR methods. First row depicts the
original images, the second row depicts the synthetically generated
LR images, the third row depicts the output of S2R2 method, the
fourth row depicts the output of the SPRS method, and the bottom
row depicts output of UH-DTSR. For the subjects in the first and
second columns, we had more than fifteen training images, while
for the subject on the third (right) column, we did not have training
images.

to the eye regions and hence, the SR images of the eyeregions have better reconstruction when compared to the
images of the mouth regions. We empirically demonstrated
the advantages of UH-DTSR compared to several state-ofart super-resolution algorithms for the task of face recognition.
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